
Kendall Brown (February 21,2022, vs Oklahoma State Cowboys)

In this game, Kendall Brown struggled to score offensively. The Cowboys were
aggressive and physical in cutting off Brown’s driving lanes limiting the number of
straight line drives he had to the rim. They also sagged off him from the three-point line
making it difficult for Brown to put the ball on the floor and attack the rim. Three out of
four of his field goals were three pointers. Brown had to operate more as a facilitator this
game. As a playmaker, he was finding the open man and setting up his teammates for
good shots off of cuts or dribble penetration when he had the chance to put the ball on
the floor and attack the rim.

With the Cowboys having a lot of size, Brown was unable to create opportunities for
himself off offensive rebounds. He was unable to get extra possessions and second
chance opportunities for the Baylor Bears.

Brown was still able to push the pace off defensive rebounds when he had a chance
this game. He is able to operate as a ball handler off of rebounds and set his
teammates for open shots. A play in which he operated as a ball handler in transition
and set up his teammates for a high percentage shot, was with 9:30 left in the second
half. In this play, he would get the long rebound off Bryce Thompson three-point miss
and use his speed to push the pace setting up Adam Flagler for an open high
percentage catch and shoot pull up three in transition.

Even though Kendall Brown wasn’t involved on the offensive end, he still had an impact
on the defensive end. He didn’t let his lack of offense affect his defensive effort. He was
physical when defending on the ball. He had defensive lateral quickness and was able
to get into a defensive stance limiting opponents blowing by him. He also was quick on
rotations and was able to contest shots.


